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New York Occasions bestselling author and Hollywood producer DeVon Franklin speaks away
frankly and openly about why males behave the direction they do and what everyone— Men love
sex.s struggle effects them, insights that will help them navigate their relationships with guys and
information on how to heal from the harm that some misbehaving men might have inflicted. We hear
it constantly. Men cheat. Men like power.men and women alike— Males are greedy. This reserve is a
raw, educational, and compelling look at an issue that threatens to tear our culture apart yet it
provides a confident way forward for women and men alike. But is certainly this the truth about
men? In this groundbreaking publication, DeVon Franklin meals the real Truth About Guys by
producing the compelling case that guys aren’t dogs but all men share the same struggle. He
argues the same self-discipline that drives men in their professional lives needs to be applied to their
personal lives. DeVon supplies the manual for how men can transform, both on a personal and a
societal level by giving practical solutions for helping guys learn how to resist temptation, how
exactly to practice self-control and how exactly to like. He uses the metaphor of a pet dog that
needs training as a way to explore why behavior persists in men that can lead them to take action
against their vows, their integrity and also their character. DeVon is also transparent about the
difficulties he faces daily as he endeavors to “ DeVon tells female visitors everything they have to
find out about men. within. HOWEVER THE Truth About Men isn’t simply for men.Get better at the
Pup” He offers women a real-time understanding of how men’need to know about any of it. Men
are dogs.
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